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Introduction
Algorithmic decision-making has been widely accepted as a novel approach to
overcoming the purported cognitive and subjective limitations of human decision
makers by providing “objective” data-driven recommendations. Yet, as organizations adopt algorithmic decision-making systems (ADMS), countless examples of
algorithmic discrimination continue to emerge. Harmful biases have been found
in algorithmic decision-making systems in contexts such as healthcare, hiring,
criminal justice, and education, prompting increasing social concern regarding
the impact these systems are having on the wellbeing and livelihood of individuals
and groups across society. In response, algorithmic fairness strategies attempt to
understand how ADMS treat certain individuals and groups, often with the explicit
purpose of detecting and mitigating harmful biases.
Many current algorithmic fairness techniques require access to data on a
“sensitive attribute” or “protected category” (such as race, gender, or sexuality)
in order to make performance comparisons and standardizations across groups.
These demographic-based algorithmic fairness techniques assume that discrimination and social inequality can be overcome with clever algorithms and collection
of the requisite data, removing broader questions of governance and politics from
the equation. This paper seeks to challenge this assumption, arguing instead
that collecting more data in support of fairness is not always the answer and can
actually exacerbate or introduce harm for marginalized individuals and groups.
We believe more discussion is needed in the machine learning community around
the consequences of “fairer” algorithmic decision-making. This involves acknowledging the value assumptions and trade-offs associated with the use and non-use
of demographic data in algorithmic systems. To advance this discussion, this
white paper provides a preliminary perspective on these trade-offs derived from
workshops and conversations with experts in industry, academia, government,
and advocacy organizations as well as literature across relevant domains. In doing
so, we hope that readers will better understand the affordances and limitations
of using demographic data to detect and mitigate discrimination in institutional
decision-making more broadly.

If you have any feedback on this white paper or if you would like to
receive updates about future demographic data research, please
reach out to Sarah Villeneuve (sarah.v@partnershiponai.org) and
McKane Andrus (mckane@partnershiponai.org).
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Background
Demographic-based algorithmic fairness techniques presuppose the availability
of data on sensitive attributes or protected categories. However, previous research
has highlighted that data on demographic categories, such as race and sexuality,
are often unavailable due to a range of organizational challenges, legal barriers,
and practical concerns.1 Some privacy laws, such as the EU’s GDPR, not only require
data subjects to provide meaningful consent when their data is collected, but also
prohibit the collection of sensitive data such as race, religion, and sexuality. Some
corporate privacy policies and standards, such as Privacy By Design, call for organizations to be intentional with their data collection practices, only collecting data
they require and can specify a use for. Given the uncertainty around whether or
not it is acceptable to ask users and customers for their sensitive demographic
information, most legal and policy teams urge their corporations to err on the side
of caution and not collect these types of data unless legally required to do so. As a
result, concerns over privacy often take precedence over ensuring product fairness
since the trade-offs between mitigating bias and ensuring individual or group
privacy are unclear. 2
In cases where sensitive demographic data can be
collected, organizations must navigate a number of practical
challenges throughout its procurement. For many organizations, sensitive demographic data is collected through
self-reporting mechanisms. However, self-reported data is
often incomplete, unreliable, and unrepresentative, due in
part to a lack of incentives for individuals to provide accurate

Deciding on how to
classify & categorize
demographic data is
an ongoing challenge,
as demographic
categories continue
to shift & change.

and full information.3 In some cases, practitioners choose
to infer protected categories of individuals based on proxy information, a method
which is largely inaccurate. Organizations also face difficulty capturing unobserved
characteristics, such as disability, sexuality, and religion, as these categories are
frequently missing and often unmeasurable.4 Overall, deciding on how to classify
and categorize demographic data is an ongoing challenge, as demographic
categories continue to shift and change over time and between contexts. Once
demographic data is collected, antidiscrimination law and policies largely inhibit
organizations from using this data since knowledge of sensitive categories opens
the door to legal liability if discrimination is uncovered without a plan to successfully mitigate it.5
In the face of these barriers, corporations looking to apply demographic-based
algorithmic fairness techniques have called for guidance on how to responsibly
collect and use demographic data. However, prescribing statistical definitions
of fairness on algorithmic systems without accounting for the social, economic,
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and political systems in which they are embedded can fail to benefit marginalized
groups and undermine fairness efforts.6 Therefore, developing guidance requires a
deeper understanding of the risks and trade-offs inherent to the use and non-use
of demographic data. Efforts to detect and mitigate harms must account for the
wider contexts and power structures that algorithmic systems, and the data that
they draw on, are embedded in.
Finally, though this work is motivated by the documented unfairness of ADMS,
it is critical to recognize that bias and discrimination are not the only possible
harms stemming directly from ADMS. As recent papers and reports have forcefully argued, focusing on debiasing datasets and algorithms is (1) often misguided
because proposed debiasing methods are only relevant for a subset of the kinds
of bias ADMS introduce or reinforce, and (2) likely to draw attention away from
other, possibly more salient harms.7 In the first case, harms from tools such as
recommendation systems, content moderation systems, and computer vision
systems might be characterized as a result of various forms of bias, but resolving
bias in those systems generally involves adding in more context to better understand differences between groups, not just trying to treat groups more similarly.
In the second case, there are many ADMS that are clearly susceptible to bias, yet
the greater source of harm could arguably be the deployment of the system in the
first place. Pre-trial detention risk scores provide one such example. Using statistical correlations to determine if someone should be held without bail, or, in other
words, potentially punishing individuals for attributes outside of their control and
past decisions unrelated to what they are currently being charged for, is itself a
significant deviation from legal standards and norms, yet most of the debate has
focused around how biased the predictions are. Attempting to collect demographic
data in these cases will likely do more harm than good, as demographic data will
draw attention away from harms inherent to the system and towards seemingly
resolvable issues around bias.
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Social Risks of Non-Use
When demographic data is discussed in the context of algorithmic decision-making,
it is most often to make the case for why disaggregated data is necessary to make
fairer decisions. In this section, “Social Risks of Non-Use,” we identify some key
features of what the addition of demographic data does for efforts to detect and
mitigate discrimination in institutional decision-making more broadly. In the
next section, “Social Risks of Use,” we will delve into some of the less frequently
considered risks of actually collecting and using this data.

Hidden Discrimination
As algorithmic decision-making systems become more widespread, there is
greater risk for the systems to reinforce historical inequalities and engender new
forms of discrimination in ways that are difficult to assess. In most cases, when
ADMS discriminate against protected groups, they do so indirectly. While it is
certainly possible for machine learning systems to base decisions off of features
like race, more often the tools uncover trends and correlations that have the effect
of discriminating across groups.
In order to understand how algorithms can discriminate, it is important to
consider the different ways in which bias can enter the picture. The first point of entry
is most obviously the data used to build the system. Biases
in the data collection process and existing social inequalities
will dictate the types of correlation that can be utilized by a
machine learning system. If a group is underrepresented in
the dataset or if the dataset embeds the results of historical
discrimination and oppression in the form of biased features,
it is to be expected that ADMS will have worse performance
for or undervalue certain groups.8
Using biased data, however, is not the only way that
ADMS can have a discriminatory impact. How ADMS are

If optimizing for a
goal that is poorly
defined, it is likely
that a system
will reproduce
historical inequity &
discrimination, just
under a guise of
objectivity.

designed and towards what kinds of objectives have a large
bearing on how discriminatory their outcomes are. If optimizing for a goal that
is poorly defined, or even discriminatorily defined, it is likely that a system will
reproduce historical inequity and discrimination, just under a guise of objectivity
and disinterestedness. For example, the UK higher education admission algorithm attempted to define aptitude as a combination of a predicted performance
and secondary school quality, systematically biasing the outcomes for those coming
from poorer or less-established secondary schools.9 Similarly, ADMS that ignore
contextual differences between groups in an attempt to treat everyone equally
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often lead to discriminatory outcomes, such as in the case of hate speech detection
systems that do not consider the identities of the speaker.10
Though the types of discrimination discussed here represent a small subset
of the myriad ways that ADMS can discriminate, we are still confronted with a
difficult question — how should practitioners assess all the potential discriminatory impacts of their systems? The nascent field of Algorithmic Fairness has
contributed a number of strategies for identifying and even mitigating discrimination by ADMS, but almost all of the proposed methods require that the datasets
in use include the potentially discriminated against demographic attributes.
Generally speaking, however, prior work has shown that demographic attributes
are only collected once a narrow, enforceable definition of discrimination is codified
into law or corporate standards.11 Furthermore, the issue of missing demographic
data is often only confronted and explicitly addressed once assessment and/or
enforcement efforts begin in earnest.12 Even then, we see that anti-discrimination
standards and practices vary widely across domains, and in many cases specific
types of discrimination are legally sanctioned (e.g., “actuarial fairness” in insurance
quotes and “legitimate aims” in employment law).
As such, we frequently see a cycle of ADMS development and deployment,
exposure of egregious discrimination through individual reports,* and then ad
hoc system redesigns. Without access to demographic attributes, it’s difficult to
assess these types of shortcomings before system deployment, and even after
deployment it is likely that more insidious forms of discrimination remain hidden.

“Colorblind” Decision-making
Just as an absence of demographic data can prevent practitioners from uncovering
various forms of social or institutional discrimination, it can also prevent them
from making systems that have the explicit goal of addressing historical discrimination. In fact, under a number of legal and policy frameworks, ignoring or omitting
demographic attributes altogether is actually considered non-discriminatory.
When ADMS use this approach, often called “fairness through unawareness” or
(in cases involving race) “color-blindness,” the results have often been shown to
be just as discriminatory as whatever came before algorithmic decision-making.13
Often, this is because the decision-making systems we build take in historical data
and learn to reproduce historical biases embedded in that data. Sometimes this
happens because the system explicitly learns to prioritize accuracy or performance
for one group over another by using “proxies” for demographic attributes (e.g., pregnancy status is often a proxy for gender). By cobbling together attributes such as
zip code, income, parental status, etc., machine learning systems can “reconstruct”
demographic category membership, if doing so is beneficial to the prediction task
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example, when
*theForGoogle
Photos app

automatically tagged
images of Black users
as gorillas or when the
Apple Card reportedly
offered lower credit
limits to women. Both
of these issues were
uncovered by users
publicly sharing their
experiences on social
media, a relatively
common way that
algorithmic mishaps
get exposed and end
up on PAI’s AI Incidents
Database.

at hand.14 In other cases, discrimination stems from prioritizing certain attributes
that exhibit disparities across groups as a result of historical oppression, such as
wealth or educational attainment.
Addressing these forms of discrimination, however, is not so easy as just
introducing demographic data to the dataset. As seen in the debates around the
COMPAS recidivism prediction algorithm, fairness or discrimination can be defined
in many, often conflicting, ways.15 This raises a second type of unawareness or colorblindness that is more insidious: the belief that if a decision is not made because of
a demographic attribute or some proxy thereof, that the decision cannot be discriminatory. For example, credit-scoring institutions now make use of data that is much
more closely linked to race and other demographic categories than the concept of
“credit-worthiness,” such as criminal history and how one communicates online.16
Looking specifically at criminal history, a social constructivist perspective on race
would suggest that being subjected to discriminatory (if
not outright predatory) policing is part and parcel of what it
means to be categorized as Black in the United States. As
17

such, when we treat demographic categories as standalone
attributes and blind ourselves to the web of relationships that
constitute a demographic category, we espouse a worldview
that we should not consider systemically rooted differences
across groups, individualizing the responsibility for historical

Attempting to ignore
societal differences
across demographic
groups often works
to reinforce or
reproduce systems
of oppression.

disenfranchisement, oppression, and inequality. As has been
thoroughly explored in other work and domains, attempting to ignore societal differences across demographic groups often works to reinforce or reproduce systems of
oppression.18 Within the algorithmic decision-making space specifically, Eubanks19
has referred to this approach as reinforcing “feedback loops of injustice,” where
systemic inequalities are reflected in data that is then used to make “objective”
decisions that deepen the inequalities.
Thus, while there is potential benefit to collecting demographic data to enable
more “attribute aware” decision-making, corporations and public institutions must
be committed to addressing historical discrimination and oppression to realize
this benefit. The Toolkit for Centering Racial Equity Throughout Data Integration
covers in more detail than we can here what patterns of discrimination might be
reproduced through the use of historical data and/or algorithmic decision-making.

Invisibility to Institutions of Importance
Beyond uncovering bias and discrimination, access to demographic data can help
provide justification for the adequate representation and participation of various
groups during the design and implementation of ADMS. Conversely, when data
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collection efforts omit certain demographic categories, or even demographics
entirely, groups can be rendered invisible to the institutions relying on this data. The
trajectory of COVID-19 data collection in the U.S. serves as a good example of this.
Though the CDC requested racial demographic data to be collected on everyone
who was treated for symptoms of COVID-19, racial demographics were frequently
omitted in most local and state data collection efforts. 20 As such, the unique vulnerabilities of Black, Indigenous, and Latinx individuals and communities against the
virus were largely obscured until data collection and inference methods improved. 21
The risk of some groups being rendered invisible, however, can be further
heightened as institutions turn to inferring demographic attributes instead of
collecting them from data subjects directly. Common techniques used by public
and private institutions, such as Bayesian Improved Surname Geocoding (BISG),
which uses an individual’s name and zip code to predict their race, 22 often rely on
a very limited set of demographic categories that obscure subgroups that might
need more specialized treatment. For example, there have been many efforts to
distinguish between Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) populations in
health23 and education24 due to fears that disenfranchised subgroups are made
further invisible by being categorized under the broad umbrella of AAPI. Models like
BISG, however, use U.S. census data and thus cannot go beyond the six census categories for race and ethnicity (White, Black, AAPI, American Indian/Alaskan Native,
and Multiracial). Similarly, we have seen how inferring genders for the purposes of
content recommendation and advertising can misinterpret or outright ignore individuals of minoritized gender identities. 25 As such, when increasing group visibility
is a salient reason for collecting demographic data, it is critical that such data is
collected with the involvement and consent of members of that group.
It is important to note, however, that disaggregated data is not the only way
that groups facing discrimination or other forms of inequality can become more
visible. Small-scale data collection and qualitative methodologies can also be
used to identify treatment and outcome disparities. Furthermore, just because a
group is made visible by disaggregated data, it does not follow that the institutions making use of the data are committed to better tailoring their systems to the
needs of that group. As we have seen time and time again with the hyper-surveillance of Black and Brown communities in the United States by law enforcement
and public service agencies, some initial visibility can be used to justify more and
more invasive forms of visibility. 26
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Social Risks of Use
When demographic data is used, it carries risks for both individuals and groups.
Here, we discuss both the affordances and limitations of using demographic
data to detect and mitigate discrimination in institutional decision-making more
broadly. Our goal is not to suggest that demographic data shouldn’t be used, but
rather to build out a clearer picture of what it is we are trying to use it for so as
to outline the minimum conditions we expect our demographic data governance
strategies to enable.

Risks to Individuals
ENCROACHMENTS ON PRIVACY AND PERSONAL LIFE

Likely the first concern that many would have when it comes to collecting or
using sensitive demographic data are the risks from breaching individual privacy.
Demographic attributes such as race, ethnicity, country of birth, gender, and sexuality are rarely inconsequential aspects of one’s identity that can be shared or
learned without risk. Quite to the contrary, sharing or otherwise determining these
attributes can expose individuals to various forms of direct or indirect harm, especially already marginalized and vulnerable individuals. Though there are numerous
proposed methods for ensuring the privacy and security of sensitive attributes,
the strategies for assessing (let alone mitigating) fairness or discrimination under
privacy constraints are still very experimental. 27 As such, we
should anticipate that any current efforts to collect sensitive
demographic attributes will at some point in the pipeline require
tying the attributes to individuals, risking individuals’ privacy.
One clear privacy risk of obtaining an individual’s demographics is that these attributes are still the basis for many
types of discrimination. Though many countries have laws
against direct discrimination, it is still a common occurrence
due to the difficulty of proving discrimination in individual cases.

One clear privacy
risk of obtaining
an individual’s
demographics is
that these attributes
are still the basis
for many types of
discrimination.

In domains such as hiring, 28 advertising, 29 and pricing,30 direct
forms of discrimination, algorithmically mediated or not, are relatively common.
For domains like advertising, discriminatory practices are often justified by claims
that differential treatment results in better services, which may in fact be true.
However, in a recent survey study of Facebook users, most were still uncomfortable
with sensitive attributes being used as the basis for decisions around what they
are being shown.31
In the most pernicious cases, demographic attributes can be used as the
criteria for various forms of state or societally enacted violence, such as detainment
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and deportation based on documentation status in the United States. Even in cases
where the sensitive attribute (e.g., documentation status) is not collected, other
collected attributes (e.g., country of birth and spoken language) can be used to help
infer the targeted attribute. As corporate data becomes increasingly requested by
and made available to state agencies,32 it is critical that practitioners consider
what types of identity-based violence individuals might be exposed to by sharing
certain attributes.
A commonly suggested approach to reducing these forms of direct targeting
risk is to “anonymize” or “de-identify” datasets. Experimental methods, however,
have achieved high “re-identification” accuracy for datasets with numerous demographic attributes.33 Marginalized individuals are especially vulnerable to these
types of re-identification strategies, as there tend to be fewer data subjects in
datasets that share their demographic attributes. Attempting to address this
problem, researchers have proposed various differential privacy techniques for
ensuring both a technical definition of fairness and non-identifiability, but these
approaches are experimental and can inhibit other types of demographic analysis.34
Finally, another salient privacy risk to consider is the possible loss of autonomy
over one’s identity and interactions when demographic data is collected or used.
Machine learning and AI systems are often built with the intention of making
generalizations across groups in order to categorize individuals, meaning that it is
not even necessary for an individual to share their demographic attributes in order
for the system to decide to treat them as a “Black woman” or “Asian man.” Simply
by matching patterns of behavior, algorithmic systems can categorize individuals,
even if the categories are not explicitly labeled “Black woman” or “Asian man.”*35
Barocas and Levy

37

refer to these types of associations between individuals as

privacy dependencies, as an individual’s privacy quite literally depends on the
privacy of the people like them. In other cases, even when users provide sensitive
data about themselves, platforms may not take that data into account when
making decisions for that user, subverting their agency around self-presentation.38
For many of these privacy risks, we might expect privacy regulation such as
the GDPR or California’s CCPA to prevent the worst abuses. Privacy regulation to
date, however, has largely focused on the individual’s “right to privacy” and agency
over their own personal data.39 As we just discussed, an individual’s sensitive attributes need not be explicitly collected or inferred in order for algorithmic systems to
treat them as part of a specific group. Even when it comes to an individuals’ agency
over data about them specifically, the relationship between individuals and the
tech firms collecting their data is frequently one of “convention consent.”40 In other
words, users are resigned to provide data even when they do not agree with how it
is being used because it is the cost of accessing platforms and services and they
do not see any reasonable alternative.41 While there is technically always the option
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these categories
*areWhen
explicitly labeled, it
can result in the type of
backlash that Facebook
faced for including
inferred “ethnic affinity”
in their ad-targeting
categories.36

of not using platforms or services that require personal data, many have come to
serve as essential infrastructure, calling into question how much someone can
afford to hold onto their privacy by withholding their consent.
INDIVIDUAL MISREPRESENTATION

In an effort to mitigate bias, some organizations seek to make their datasets more
“representative” by including more data on different demographic categories such
as race and gender. However, this is often done without a deeper engagement with
the categories themselves or the collection methods used. How demographic data
is coded and represented in datasets — specifically, what categories are being used
to define individual characteristics — can have an enormous
impact on the representation of marginalized individuals. In
the context of ADMS, individual misrepresentation can lead
to discrimination and disparate impacts.
Gender and race are two demographic categories that
have long and complex socio-political histories of classification. Yet, many current algorithmic fairness methodologies
fail to account for the socially constructed nature of race
and gender, instead treating these categories as fixed,

How demographic
data is coded &
represented in data
sets can have an
enormous impact on
the representation
of marginalized
individuals.

indisputable, apolitical attributes.42 These two types of
demographic categories are highly contextual, and debates and legislation around
gender and race classification are constantly evolving.
Misrepresentation can occur both when the categories used do not adequately
represent individuals as they self-identify and when an individual is misclassified
despite there being a representative category that they could have been classified
as. To better understand the implications of misrepresentation, it’s important
to understand the different dimensions of identity and how these can lead to
misrepresentation. With respect to racial identity, Roth43 distinguishes between
multiple dimensions of the concept of race, highlighting how an individual’s racial
identity can be represented differently depending on the observer or method of
data collection. Dimensions of racial identity include self-identity (the race an
individual self-identifies as), self-classification (the racial category an individual
identifies with on an official form), observed race (the race others believe you to be),
appearance-based (observed race based on readily observable characteristics),
interaction-based (observed race based on characteristics revealed through interaction such as language, accent, surname), reflected race (the race you believe
others assume you to be), and phenotype (racial appearance).44 When racial data
collection is conducted by observation, either by person or machine, there is the
risk that an individual’s observed race does not align with their self-identification
and can lead to individual misrepresentation. Moreover, treating the notion of
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identity as a quality that can be “inferred” externally produces new forms of control
over an individual’s agency to define themselves.45
Facial recognition technologies are a prominent case where the harm of
misrepresentation occurs, since categorization is often based solely on observable
characteristics. Additionally, many databases include a binary, physiological
perspective of female and male, and consequently misrepresent individuals who
do not self-identify with those categories.46 Continuing to build databases that
assume identity is a fixed, observable trait risks reinforcing harmful practices of
marginalization. Additionally, doing so can further entrench pseudoscientific practices which assume invisible aspects of one’s identity from visible characteristics
such as physiognomy.47
DATA MISUSE AND USE BEYOND INFORMED CONSENT

Once collected, sensitive demographic data can be susceptible to misuse. Misuse
refers to the use of data for a purpose other than that for which it was collected
or consent was obtained. Specifically in the context of ADMS, this could involve
collecting and using data to train models that may be deployed in unexpected
contexts or re-purposed for other goals. In practice, it is difficult for organizations
to specify clear data uses at the point of collection. Sensitive data, in this case,
can go on to inform systems beyond the initial scope defined during collection.
For example, in 2019 the U.S. government developed the Prisoner Assessment
Tool Targeting Estimated Risk and Needs (PATTERN). PATTERN was trained on
data including demographic characteristics and criminal history for the purpose
of assessing recidivism risk and providing guidance on recidivism reduction
programming and productive activities for incarcerated people.48 Then, in March
2020 the Bureau of Prisons was directed to begin using PATTERN to determine which
individuals to transfer from federal prison to home confinement in the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic.49 However, the data used to inform PATTERN was not intended
to inform inmate transfers, let alone during a global pandemic which introduced a
number of unprecedented social and economic variables.
Data misuse could also refer to instances where data is shared with third
parties or packaged and sold to other organizations. A notable example of data
misuse in this respect can be seen in Clearview AI’s facial recognition dataset,
which the company claims contains over three billion images scraped from social
media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter, along with
personal attribute data listed on people’s social media profiles.50 With this data,
Clearview AI developed the world’s most comprehensive facial recognition system,
with a dataset beyond the scope of any government agency. Following public
backlash, many of the social media platforms claimed that Clearview AI violated
their policies. For example, LinkedIn sent Clearview AI a cease-and-desist letter
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stating that scraping personal data was not permitted under their terms of service,
and Facebook released a statement saying it demanded Clearview AI stop scraping
data from its platforms in violation of company policy.51 Individuals who have made
profiles on these social media platforms and shared their images were not aware
that their data was going to be used to develop a facial recognition system used by
law enforcement agencies, nor were they asked for their consent.
Corporations collecting and using people’s data to train and deploy ADMS
face increased pressure (from both the public and regulatory bodies) for transparency on how such data is collected and used. For example, Article 13 of the GDPR
requires companies collecting personal data from a data subject to provide the
data subject with information such as the purpose of the data processing, where
the data is being processed and by which entity, recipients of the data, the period
for which the data will be stored, the existence of algorithmic decision-making and
the logic involved, and the right to withdraw data.52 Companies have begun to incorporate this informational requirement into their data collection practices, often in
the form of click wraps, digital banners that appear on users’ screens and require
them to “accept all” or “decline” a company’s digital policies.
Yet, providing individuals with transparency and information
about how data will be used is generally not sufficient to
ensure adequate privacy and reputational protections.53
Overloading people with descriptions of how their data is used
and shared and by what mechanisms is not a way to meaningfully acquire data subjects’ consent, especially in cases where
they are sharing sensitive, personal information. Rather, the
goals of data use and the network of actors expected to have
access to the data are what need to be clearly outlined and
agreed upon by the data subject. Additionally, while it may

Collecting sensitive
data consensually
requires clear, specific,
& limited use as well
as strong security &
protection following
collection. Current
consent practices
are not meeting this
standard.

be difficult for organizations to specify clear data uses at the
point of collection, companies may consider providing updates as the use cases for
that data becomes clearer. In following with this more rigorous notion of consent,
we would expect check-ins on how the data was used to assess or mitigate discrimination and on whether the data subjects would still like for their sensitive data to
be used towards these ends.
Collecting sensitive data consensually requires clear, specific, and limited use
as well as strong security and protection following collection. Current consent practices, including clickwraps and notice and consent frameworks, are not meeting
this standard. Instead, these approaches overload individuals with descriptions
and information that users see as boring and time-intensive.54
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Risks to Communities
EXPANDING SURVEILLANCE INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE PURSUIT OF FAIRNESS

As discussed throughout this paper, there is often a trade-off between privacy and
fairness when it comes to assessing discrimination and inequality. Zooming out
from the scale of the individual to the scale of communities and groups of people,
demographic data collection runs the risk of relying on, and justifying the expansion
of, surveillance infrastructures. Scholars of surveillance and privacy have shown
time and time again that the most disenfranchised and “at-risk” communities
are routinely made “hypervisible” by being subjected to invasive, cumbersome,
and experimental data collection methods, often under the rationale of improving
services and resource allocation.55
Within this context of hypervisibility, it is not unreasonable for members of
disenfranchised groups to distrust new data collection efforts and to withhold information about themselves when sharing it is optional. As such, it is likely that efforts
at demographic data collection result in these groups being underrepresented in
datasets. When this has happened in the past, well-meaning practitioners have
sought to improve representation and system performance for these groups, motivating more targeted data collection efforts without much regard for the burdens
and risks of this type of inclusion.56
In cases where there seems to be a tradeoff between institutional visibility
or anti-discrimination and surveillance, we recommend centering the agency of
the groups that planned interventions are supposed to support. Scholarship from
the emerging fields of Indigenous Data Sovereignty and Data Justice can provide
a starting point for what this might look like — instead of collecting demographic
data to “objectively” or “authoritatively” diagnose a problem in the system or even
in society more broadly, data collection efforts can be grounded in community
needs and understandings first and foremost.57
MISREPRESENTATION AND REINFORCING OPPRESSIVE OR
OVERLY PRESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES

Another source of risk arises from the demographic categories themselves and
what they are taken to represent. Scholars from a wide range of disciplines have
considered the question of what constitutes representative or useful categorization schemas for race, gender, sexuality, and other demographics of institutional
interest and where there are potential sources for harm.58 Though there are certainly
nuances to defining and measuring each of these demographics, we can find some
general trends across this scholarship around the risks of uncritically relying on
these categories to describe the world, or, in our case, to ascertain system treatment
across groups. At a high level, these risks center around essentializing or natural-
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izing schemas of categorization, categorizing without flexibility over space and
time, and misrepresenting reality by treating demographic categories as isolated
variables instead of “structural, institutional, and relational phenomenon.”59
The first of these risks, and certainly the one most frequently encountered and
vocalized by practitioners,60 is when entire groups are forced into boxes that do not
align with or represent their identity and lived experience. Often, this occurs because
the range of demographic categories is too narrow, such as leaving out options for
“non-binary” or “gender-fluid” in the case of gender.61 It can also commonly occur
in cases where demographic data is collected through inference or ascription by
someone other than the data subject themselves. In these cases, systems often
embed very narrow standards for what it means to be part of
a group, defining elements of identity in a way that does not
align with the experience of entire segments of the population.
This type of risk is especially well-documented with regards
to various types of automated gender recognition failing to
correctly categorize transgender and non-binary individuals.
Both critics and users deem these failures inevitable because

Demographic data
collection efforts can
reinforce oppressive
norms & the
delegitimization of
disenfranchised groups.

these systems treat gender as purely physiological or visual,
which is different from how members of these communities actually experience
gender.62 In both of these ways, demographic data collection efforts can reinforce
oppressive norms and the delegitimization of disenfranchised groups, potentially
excluding entire communities from services and institutional recognition as a
form of what critical trans scholar Dean Spade63 calls “administrative violence.”
Furthermore, data collected with overly narrow categories risks misrepresenting and obscuring subgroups subject to distinct forms of discrimination and
inequality. This is often the case with Hmong communities which, despite facing
extreme disenfranchisement, are seen as having opportunities typical of the larger
AAPI category.64
Another way that categorization schema can be misaligned with various
groups’ experiences and lived realities is when the demographic variables themselves are too narrowly defined to capture all the dimensions of possible inequality.
For example, as previously discussed, race can be self-identified (how an individual
sees themselves), ascribed (how others see them), or relational (variable with
regards to who or what someone is interacting with), and each of these dimensions carries with it different potential adverse treatments and effects.65 If the only
type of demographic data an institution collects is through self-identification, for
instance, it can draw a very different picture of discrimination than data collected
through ascription.66 As such, when it comes to assessing discrimination or some
other form of inequality, it is critical that practitioners have a prior understanding
of how differential treatment or outcomes are likely to occur such that the right
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dimension of identity is captured to accurately assess likely inequities.*
Finally, it is important to consider the temporality of categorization — categorization schema and identities can change over time, and how much this is taken
into account during system design will likely have a disproportionate impact on
groups with more fluidity in their identities. Looking first to gender and sexuality,
critical data scholars have argued that queer and trans identities are inherently
fluid, contextual, and reliant upon individual autonomy.68 There are no tests or
immutable standards for what it means to be queer, non-binary, or any number of
other forms of identity, and it is likely that one’s presentation will change over time
given new experiences and contexts. In other words, queer identities can be seen as
perpetually in a state of becoming, such that, rigid, persistent categorizations into
states of being can actually be antithetical to these identities. Pushing towards
actionable interventions, Tomasev et al.69 suggest moving past attempts to more
accurately label queer individuals and groups as a way of achieving fairness and
looking instead to qualitatively engage with queer experiences with platforms and
services to see how cisheteronormativity crops up in system design.
Somewhat similarly, in studies of race it has been argued that race can (and
often should be) seen as a “dynamic and interactive process, rather than a fixed
thing that someone has.”70 Especially for multiracial individuals, there is immense
malleability in how they are perceived by others, how they perceive themselves, and
what they choose to accentuate in their presentation and interactions to influence
various forms of racial classification.71 Similar to the case with queer identities,
attempts to come up with and enforce fairness constraints around more static,
decontextualized notions of race will miss the ways in which forcing groups into
static boxes is itself a form of unfairness. As such, when it is not possible to work
with these fluid identity groups directly to understand how systems fail to accommodate their fluidity and mistreat them through other means, data subjects should
at the very least be given opportunities to update or clarify their demographics in
cases where data is collected over an extended period of time and it is used in
variable contexts.72
Even in cases where groups feel adequately represented by a categorization
schema, however, the categories can become harmful depending on how they
are used. When demographic categories start to form the basis for differences
in servicing, such as in advertising and content recommendation, there is a risk
of reinforcing and naturalizing the distinctions between groups. Especially in
cases where demographic variables are uncritically adopted as an axis for differential analysis, varying outcomes across groups can be incorrectly attributed to
these variables, as has occurred many times in medical research,73 which in turn
reinforces the notion that the differences between groups are natural and not a
result of other social factors.74 With regards to race, a categorization schema that
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AirBnB’s Lighthouse
*project
is a good example
of this, as researchers
accurately identified
visually ascribed race
as the dimension most
likely for users to face
discrimination for.67
It is, however, still
important to consider
how ascription practices
might differ between
landlords, data labelers,
and machine learning
systems.

is conclusively not genetic or otherwise biological,75 this has been described as the
risk of studying race instead of racism. By looking for differences between what
groups do instead of how groups are treated, it encourages attributing responsibility to oppressed groups for their own oppression. For example, in the creation
of recidivism risk scores tools for the criminal justice system, there has been
extensive focus on what factors increase the accuracy of criminality prediction.76
However, given how criminality is usually defined — namely, that an individual has
been arrested and charged for a crime — the factors that end up predicting criminality most accurately are often just the factors that increase one’s likelihood to be
targeted by discriminatory policing.77
Another way that risks can arise through relatively accurate categorization
schema is through what philosopher Ian Hacking 78 refers to as a “looping effect”
between categorization schema and a group’s interaction with the world. As individuals come to understand the differences that form the basis for categorization,
they can start to interpret their own actions through the lens of the category they
are assigned to, in turn influencing their future decisions. This effect is most often
looked at in the context of psychiatric diagnostics, where individuals given a certain
diagnosis start to adhere more closely to the diagnostic criteria over time, intentionally or not.79 That being said, it is also applicable to other types of categories
as well, such as gender and sexuality.80 When individuals are made more acutely
aware of what factors lead to them being perceived as “a woman” or as “queer,” they
are incentivized to change their behavior either to increase the likelihood of their
preferred classification or to simply live in a way they may now see as more aligned
with their identity. Though this type of risk is not likely to be the most salient when
collecting demographic data only to assess unequal outcomes or treatment, it is
extremely important to consider when building systems that become increasingly
tailored to users based on the information they provide, such as in the case of
content recommendation algorithms as used by YouTube and TikTok.
PRIVATE CONTROL OVER SCOPING BIAS AND DISCRIMINATION

As a final risk to consider, the assessment of inequality and discrimination is a
not rigidly defined or widely agreed upon process. Rather, institutions that collect
demographic data have a wide range of techniques and approaches they can
possibly employ when it comes to both collecting data and interpreting that data.
As such, if we are asking already marginalized groups to share information for the
purposes of assessing unfairness, it is imperative that the institution in question
operationalizes fairness in a way that is aligned with these groups’ interests and
that we collect data that allows us to construct an accurate representation of the
way members of these groups interact with systems.
In determining what standards of fairness an institution is likely to use,
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it can be instructive to consider the institution’s motivations for conducting
measurements of fairness in the first place. Though there are many reasons an
institution might try to assess and mitigate discrimination and inequalities in
their machine learning and algorithmic decision-making systems, much of this
work is motivated at least in part by concerns around liability.81 Generally speaking,
however, legal notions of discrimination and fairness remain somewhat limited,
often esteeming “neutral” decision-making that attempts to treat everyone the
same way as the path towards equality.82 As such, most
deployed methods in the algorithmic fairness space are
geared towards “de-biasing” decision-making to make it
more neutral, rather than trying to directly achieve equality,
equity, or another form of social justice.83 Given disparate
starting points for disenfranchised groups, however, this view

Attempts to be
neutral or objective
often have the
effect of reinforcing
the status quo.

that neutrality can lead to a more equal world is both risky
and unrealistic, as attempts to be neutral or objective often have the effect of reinforcing the status quo.84 Despite this, commitments to neutrality remain the
norm for many governmental and corporate policies.
Another element of most technical approaches to fairness measurement is
that they are strictly formalized. Formalizability refers to the degree to which it is
possible to represent a definition of fairness through mathematical or statistical
terms — for instance, defining fairness as correctly categorizing individuals from
different groups at the same rate (i.e. true positive parity) is distinctly formalizable.
Formalizability is an important attribute of fairness when it has to also coincide
with the system design values of efficiency and scalability, because formalization
enables a system designer to treat many different problems (e.g. racism, sexism,
ableism) similarly. That being said, it also relies on treating much of the world as
static. As Green and Viljoen85 have argued, by treating the point of decision-making
as the only possible site of intervention (i.e. adjusting predictions to adhere to
some notion of fairness), these attempts at formalization hold fixed many of the
engines of discrimination, such as the ways in which different groups interact with
institutions and why differences might exist between groups in the first place.
Just as defining fairness, discrimination, or bias is impacted by an institution’s goals and values, the collecting, processing, and interpreting of data is
never truly objective. In other words, data is never “raw” because it is shaped by the
conditions in which it was collected, the methods that were used, and the goals of
measuring the world in the first place.86 This brings up a salient source of risk in the
collection of demographic data: the types of discrimination and inequality that can
be assessed using demographic data are largely determined by what other types
of data are being collected. For instance, it might be possible to detect that a risk
score recidivism tool has unequal outcomes for members of different groups, but
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without accurate data about interactions between suspects and police and defendants and prosecutors and judges, it may not be possible to accurately assess why
these inequalities show up in the data and thus how to best address them.87 Given
that data collection efforts must be consciously designed, data always reflects
one viewpoint or another about what is important to understand about the world.
When those collecting data have blindspots about what impacts decision-making
and individuals’ life experiences, various forms of discrimination and inequality
run the risk of being misread as inherent qualities of groups or cultural differences
between them.88 Historian Khalil Gibran Muhammad89 has argued that the seemingly objective focus on data and statistical reasoning has replaced more explicitly
racist understandings of racial difference, a shift made possible by the collection
and analysis of disaggregated data.
Taking these subjectivities of fairness measurement into account, there is
a significant risk that the collection of demographic data enables private entities
to selectively tweak their systems and present them as fair without meaningfully
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improving the experience of marginalized groups. So long as the data used to
assess fairness is collected and housed by private actors, these actors are given
substantial agency in scoping what constitutes fair decision-making going forward.
One striking example of this already occurring is the creation and normalization
of “actuarial fairness,” or that “each person should pay for his own risk,” in the
insurance industry.90 Using statistical arguments about the uneven distribution
of risk across different demographic categories, industry professionals were
able to make the case for what previously might have been considered outright
discrimination — charging someone more for insurance because their immutable
demographic attributes statistically increase their risk.91 To potentially mitigate
some of this risk, institutions looking to collect demographic data should include
more explicit documentation and commitments around what types of changes
they are looking to make through assessing and bias and discrimination.

Conclusion
Balancing the risks of use and non-use of demographic data when it comes to fair
algorithmic decision-making is ultimately a choice between risk trade-offs. In this
paper we sought to provide an overview of some of the most pressing risks, but
this is just the start of a much larger conversation. Each of these risks presents
a whole suite of research questions that can only be tackled by individuals representing a diverse set of disciplines and industries. During 2022, Partnership on AI
(PAI) will consult with partners to help develop a guidebook on how to responsibly
collect and use demographic data to inform fair algorithmic decision-making. This
guidebook will consider contexts in which it is appropriate to collect demographic
data, assess what types of data are necessary, and provide recommendations
on how organizations should collect and utilize sensitive information (including
considerations around meaningful consent and compensation).
Additional research will seek to explore alternative data governance strategies, namely data cooperatives and data trusts. Open questions guiding our
preliminary exploration into this area include: What factors should be considered
for the establishment of a data collective? What type of third-party organization
would be suitable for establishing and managing a data collective for sensitive
data used to train machine learning systems?

If you have any feedback on this white paper or if you would like to
receive updates about future demographic data research, please
reach out to Sarah Villeneuve (sarah.v@partnershiponai.org) and
McKane Andrus (mckane@partnershiponai.org).
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